A Preliminary Study on Automatic Detection of Distraction from Driving Behavior using Driving Simulator
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Abstract: In this work, a preliminary study for automatic detection of driver's distraction due to cognitive load has been done by analyzing driving data from driving simulator. The simulation experiments are done with 4 drivers and three type of driving situation (normal driving and driving with various types of cognitive loads). From the analysis of time series data obtained from sensors in a driving simulator, it has been noticed that driving behavior changes with statistical significance for varying cognitive tasks. The feature of the driving simulator data that changes most with increasing cognitive load has been assessed and the classification accuracy for driving with and without cognitive load by a simple classifier came out on the average as 66.3%.

1. Introduction

Driver distraction due to secondary activities while driving, is considered to be one of the main reason of road accidents [1]. Automatic detection of distraction and issuance of alert can help driver to adhere to safe driving. Many researches [2] are going on to model driving behavior and automatic detection of driver's distraction, yet to come up with a successful commercial application. It is known that driving behavior is affected by fatigue, visual and cognitive distraction and can be modelled from the data obtained by physical, physiological or environmental sensors. The effective method of automatic detection of driver’s distraction or the effective combination of the sensors are now the objectives of research.

Generally two major types of distractions are visual distraction and cognitive distraction. Visual distraction happens when the driver looks away from the road described as “eye-off-road”, cognitive distraction occurs when the driver's mind is busy with something not directly related with driving known as “mind-off-road”. Visual distraction can be automatically detected by tracking the driver’s eye movement. A general algorithm that considers driver glance behavior across a relatively short period could detect visual distraction consistently across drivers. Some research works in this direction are presented in [3]. However, detecting cognitive distraction is much more complex as the signs of cognitive distraction are usually not straightforward and can vary across drivers. Moreover the driving behavior does not have a simple linear relationship with cognitive distraction. Some studies on cognitive distraction can be found in [4].

In this work, we restrict our study to the effect of cognitive distraction on driving behavior of the driver and how it can be detected from the sensors available with the driving simulator. It is known from various studies [5] that the driving behavior changes when the driver is exposed to cognitive demand of the secondary task. The change of driving behavior may depend on individual or there might be some common trend. In this study, experiments are done with a driving simulator in different scenarios and drivers are asked to drive 1) with attention without any secondary task 2) with various secondary tasks. The sensors’ data from driving simulator are collected and analyzed. Statistical tests are done to check whether there is any significant difference between the driving behavior with and without secondary cognitive tasks and what feature or which sensor data indicates the most difference during driving with attention and driving with distraction.
The next section presents some related works followed by the section describing experimental studies and results. The final section presents summarization and conclusion.

2. Related Works and Background

The area of modelling driving behavior is gaining an increasing attention in the research of safety driving. Some studies considered driving simulators [6] and some others used real cars equipped with various sensors [7]. The main objective is to automatically assess the distraction level of the driver that have considerable effect on driving performance.

Frontal cameras can be useful to assess the visual distraction level of the driver. Relevant visual features include head pose, gaze and eyelid movements. In [8], an approach to monitor visual distractions using a low cost camera is presented. Measuring cognitive distraction from cameras or any nonintrusive sensors is difficult as many parameters need to be integrated for detecting cognitive distraction. In [9] [10] Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) are used respectively for detecting cognitive distraction from driver visual behavior and driving performance.

Car information also provide valuable information about the driver behavior. In [6] driver behavior is predicted from pedal position. In [11], driver attention level is calculated from steering wheel, vehicle speed and lateral position of the car. There are some other research works [12] in which car component features like wheel angle, gas pedal or brake pressure are used for assessing driver behavior.

Studies have also done considering physiological signals to assess cognitive load, attention and fatigue. EEG and bio signals are also used in some researches for detecting drowsiness and sloppy driving behavior. But for measuring physiological signals one needs to use intrusive sensors which are not convenient for real life situation.

3. Experimental Study

In this study, we have used driving simulator D3sim (三菱プレシジョン). The driving behavior is assessed from the simulator output which contains time series data (steering angle, steering torque, accelerator stroke, brake stroke, car speed, car angle, engine speed etc). We have used various scenarios for driving and collected simulator output. The experimental study in detail is as follows

1. 4 subjects have been used for this study. All of them are students in the age group 20-22 yrs.
2. For each subject, driving data for three situations have been collected: a) normal driving with attention b) driving while continuing conversation with co passenger c) driving while doing mental arithmetic at the elementary school level
3. For each situations, different driving scenarios are used from simple route, route having curves and sharp bending, to routes with multiple diversions
4. All subjects are initially allowed to practice for a while in different routes. Each subject is then asked to drive in the designated routes (from simple to complex) consecutively and repeat driving for several times.
5. The time series output data from the driving simulator for steering wheel angle, steering torque, accelerator torque, brake stroke, car speed and engine speed are recorded
6. Statistical analysis have been done for finding out the best parameter for distinguishing driving behavior difference for attentive driving and distracted driving
7. Nearest neighbor classifier and Support Vector machine classifier are used to classify driving with cognitive load and without cognitive load.

4. Analysis and Results

In this study we selected 80 driving samples (for every person normal driving 11 times, driving with conversation 4 times and driving with mental arithmetic 5 times) for analysis. The drivers were asked to drive following a car speeding 60 km per hour with a more or less constant separation.

The route scenario used are as follows:

1) Mountain roads
2) Only curve roads without left/right turn
3) Roads with ups and down

Each driver is asked to drive for 3 minutes in each
route and repeat the course for 5 times.

The parameters used from each time series data are maximum value $\alpha_k$, variance $\sigma_k^2$ and average value $\mu_k$.

$$\alpha_k = \max_{1 \leq t \leq N_k} \{|y_k(t)|\}$$

$$\sigma_k^2 = \frac{1}{N_k} \sum_{t=1}^{N_k} (|y_k(t)| - \mu_k)^2$$

$$\mu_k = \frac{1}{N_k} \sum_{t=1}^{N_k} |y_k(t)|$$

$y_k(t), k(=1,2,\ldots,6)$ is the time series data for kth series, k representing each of the 6 time series data collected from driving simulator. $N_k$, the number of time intervals from beginning to end of the driving.

Now for every feature and for every series, statistical significance is tested for confirming significant difference between normal and distracted driving. 1NN classifier and SVM with RBF kernel is used to classify the data of driving.

Fig1, Fig2 and Fig 3 represent the time series data from driving simulator for normal driving, driving with various cognitive tasks. It can be found from visual inspection of the data that steering angle and steering torque show difference in case of driving with or without cognitive load. Moreover it is found that the difference is larger for driving with conversation.
Fig 4 to Fig 8 represent the histograms of the features having significant difference for the two classes, normal and driving with conversation. It is also observed from statistical analysis that for driving with conversation, braking behavior of driver changes, driver uses strong brakes and the number of use of brakes also increases. Similarly, steering wheel angle has also large changes in case of driving with conversation. Car speed is also slightly greater for the driving with conversation.
Fig 10: Variance of Brake stroke (Normal vs Arithmetic)

Fig 9 to Fig 11 represent the histograms of features having significant difference for two classes normal and driving with mental arithmetic. It seems that brake stroke is the most important feature for distinguishing the two classes.

Using the best features from the statistical analysis SVM is used to classify two classes of driving. Table 1 represents the results for the best values obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>With cognitive load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With cognitive load</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With cognitive load</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have tried nearest neighbor classifier (1nn) also but we could achieve the average result of classification as 59%.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

In this work a very simple study has been done in order to detect distracted driving automatically from the driving behavior. The study has been done using driving simulator and the driving behavior is assessed from the collected data from in-built non-intrusive sensors of the simulators. It has been observed that there is significant difference in terms of statistical test in driving behavior for attentive driving and distracted driving. From the analysis of the collected data it has been found that the braking behavior of the driver is the best common factor classifying normal and driving with cognitive loads. The steering angle also is influenced by driving with cognitive load. The classification result is not very good but as a simple study it is promising for further investigation.

For future study, we need to integrate other factors influencing cognitive distraction and also use some other sensors to detect cognitive distraction for more concrete results and increased classification accuracy for normal and distracted driving.
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